Upper Rum River WMO Review Comments and Response

Anoka County Conservation District
NAME: Jamie Schurbon
TITLE: Water Resource Specialist
DATE: 1/31/2017
CHAPTER/SECTION

URRWMO BOARD RESPONSE

COMMENT #1
Prioritization and measurable goals are needed. Goals like “prevent soil erosion” in the

The URRWMO board decided to adopt the strategies listed in tables 3.3-7 and 3.3-8 of

plan don’t allow the WMO, cities or BWSR to know if you’re succeeding, or when you
are done. They also provide too little guidance to future boards and consultants. Goals
like, “consistent erosion ordinances in each community” or “install 2 erosion correction

the Rum River WRAPS, that are located within the URRWMO.
Chapter 4
The URRWMO board decided to revise all goals in Chapter 4 to include measurement

projects per year” provide measurable goals. Prioritization is needed help focus given

criteria.

the limited budget.

COMMENT #2
The URRWMO board decided to coordinate with ACD to include a discussion of the
URRWMO finances to incorporate grant funding opportunities. It seems logical to
Provide a plan to address the URRWMO’s #1 concern: budget limitations. Put together

engage ACD staff for these activities; ACD should be invited to provide a cost estimate

a financing plan that includes grants and partnerships. My comments later in this letter Chapter 5

for these services.

provide more detail on how to do so.
The URRWMO board also decided to include a new goal to pursue at least one grant
every 2-years.

COMMENT #3
Update the implementation plan table to include all planned tasks and costs. Many
tasks are listed in the text but not the table, or vice versa. Some required tasks like

The URRWMO board decided to revise the plan financing to match the updated

audits and a watershed plan update are missing. Other tasks are listed, but not

Strategies and Implementation Schedule. The URRWMO board also decided to

described, making me concerned that the cost estimates are poorly developed. Finally, Chapter 5

account for the impact of inflation on budgeted items (currently estimated to be

the plan lacks inflationary increases, implying that work will decrease over time,

between 2-3%), and accommodate accordingly so that tasks can be completed in the

although the scope of work does not appear to decrease. These issues must be

future as costs increase.

rectified for an accurate financial picture, and to know what you’ll be doing each year.

COMMENT #4
Add descriptions or a scope of work for tasks you plan to do. In this draft, task
descriptions are insufficient to allow plan reviewers, future managers and staff to

The URRWMO board decided to revise the plan to include a Strategies and
Chapter 5

Implementation Schedule which clarifies the timeframe for proposed action items,

understand the scope of work. Add this detail in or near table 5‐1.

responsible parties, and goals/targets for each strategy.
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COMMENT #5
Focus less on studies and monitoring, more on water quality projects. This plan seems
to be a repeat of the last two generations of URRWMO watershed plans, which were

The URRWMO board decided to revise the goals to continue long-term monitoring

focused on studies and monitoring. The URRWMO has sufficient information from its
past work and the WRAP to scale back studies and ramp up projects. If you do keep

efforts (in order to detect water quality trends), focusing studies/inventories on
Chapter 4/5

locations where projects might be completed in the future (e.g. culvert inventory, Lake

studies, you should have a plan to turn them into projects – not studies that sit on a

George WQ projects, Rum River stream bank stabilization efforts, and identified high-

shelf. While projects for Lake George are still being developed by ACD, I encourage you

priority lands for long-term conservation).

to include placeholders in your plan for partnering at this lake.

COMMENT #6
Delete hydrological and water quality modeling from the plan. I don’t think you’ll use
it. Do your cities want this? Deleting it would free up funds for projects. I believe
modeling is a plan requirement, but perhaps BWSR would allow deleting it if the result

The URRWMO board decided to incorporate a urban stormwater BMP inspection and
performance assessment, similar to what was completed for St. Francis. This can

Chapter 4/5

prioritize BMP retrofits/ new BMP locations that can improve water quality for the

was doing more projects?

lowest cost for the treatment achieved (e.g. $/TP removed).

COMMENT #7
Add stormwater and wetland standards to the plan. Your draft says these will be added
later. They are typically part of plan content. In the URRWMO, where the focus is on
protection more than fixing problems, these standards are central elements to the plan.
Moreover, doing them later is more costly. During your watershed planning 10 years

The URRWMO board decided that the TAC will convene to revise these in the future.
Chapter 4/5

The revised Goals and Strategies & Implementation Tables makes this more clear for
the reader.

ago these standards were also left out, and it cost the URRWMO an extra ~$15,000 to
add them later.

COMMENT #8

Consider MIDS. Minimum Impact Design Standards are relatively new approaches to
stormwater standards. They’re well suited to communities that have few water
problems, but are growing. They focus on keeping water on the land, and this is

The URRWMO board decided to not incorporate the MIDS into the goals for the

perhaps easiest to achieve in sandy soils and low‐density development. The City of East Chapter 4/5

URRWMO (decided during the URRWMO Regular Meeting, May 25th, 2017)

Bethel was a pilot community for developing MIDS, and it sounds like they may
incorporate some elements of it into their ordinances. I’m sure they’d be happy to
share their experience.
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COMMENT #9
Listed accomplishments of the previous watershed plans are all unfinished planning
activities, not actual plan implementation.

Exec Summary

No comment.

Refer the reader to table 1‐1

COMMENT #10
The plan states the URRWMO will have “active participation in discussions of upstream
projects.” This seems inconsistent with the URRWMO choosing not to engage in the
Rum River WRAP, having not before engaged upstream or downstream entities, and
having no specific task in the implementation plan to do so.

The URRWMO board decided that the URRWMO will more actively engage with the
Exec Summary, Operations & Chapter 3,

WRAPS partners, and coordinate with Lower Rum River WMO. However, there needs to

Operation

be discussion among URRWMO board members and other parties on what a realistic

Add discussion of how and when the URRWMO will engage upstream and downstream

target goal is for these activities and improve communication.

partners. The Rum River WRAP partnerships plan to continue into the future, and the
URRWMO would be welcomed.

COMMENT #11
The discussion of water quality trends is minimal, and done only as watershed‐wide
generalizations. There is no reference to the appendix with water quality trend graphs.
It’s noted that throughout the document there is discussion of the need to do
monitoring to analyze trends, but the URRWMO already has this.

Exec Summary‐Issue‐Water Quality and Sec The URRWMO board decided to add references to the water quality trend graphs
3.2 water quality

throughout the report where applicable.

Add more discussion of the trends observed in the appendix, and prioritize actions
based upon these.

COMMENT #12
Goals are not measurable or prioritized. Priorities should be issues, not programs.
Ch 4, Goals and Actions
Revise goals to be measurable. Prioritize.
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COMMENT #13
Generally, chapter 4 is outlined as follows: Goals, sub goals and actions for each goal.
Many sub goals are really policies.
Many goals are lengthy. For example, goal #1 is presently 48 words but could be
reduced to the last few words: “Maintain the current flood profile.” You may choose to
add explanatory text.

Ch 4, Goals and Actions

The URRWMO board decided to revise all goals in Chapter 4 to include measurement
criteria.

Re‐label many sub‐goals as policies or stand‐alone goals.
Make goal wording more succinct with explanatory text if needed.

COMMENT #14
This action is to require long‐term maintenance agreements with developers who build

The URRWMO board decided to remove this item from the plan, but will consider

stormwater practices. You should consult with your city engineers. Often, after a

adding it to future iterations of the plan.

project is complete it is impractical to impose long‐term maintenance on the
developer. Cities commonly execute this work, and are required to do so by their state
NPDES permit.

Section 4.1, water quantity goals, action
item “e.”

The original intention was to require LTMA's at the time of development so that future
owners on non-residential properties will have responsibility to maintain BMPs and
municipalities have authority to do so if not done. Municipalizes will have

Consider re‐wording or eliminating.

responsibility and authority for residential BMPs.

COMMENT #15

This action requires cities to each create a hydrological model and then the WMO to
stitch them together into one model and inform the cities of potential issues. A
modeling effort like this should be done as one model; stitching models together later
doesn’t work. To proceed in this fashion would also likely cost 5x more than if the
URRWMO did one model from the start. The model must be based on drainage areas,
not city boundaries anyway. Then, city engineers, not the WMO, are likely best

Section 4.1, water quantity goals, action “c.”

positioned to use the model to ID issues and solutions to proposed land use changes.
Consider deleting this task; the URRWMO is unlikely to use the product. If it is kept,
edit the text and table 5‐1 to reflect the URRWMO taking the lead in watershed
modeling.
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COMMENT #16
The URRWMO board decided to add the culvert inventory as a specific goal, but not

This action is for cities to do a culvert inventory. I strongly suggest that the WMO, in

providing the specifics of how the inventory will be completed. This was provided in

consultation with the DNR, prescribe the methods and data to be collected. This will
ensure useful, consistent work products.

Section 4.1, water quantity goals,
action “f”

earlier drafts, but was removed by WMO Board.
The detailed methodology can be a separate, stand-alone document to be prepared by

Modify roles of cities and WMO. Consider adding this text in table 5‐1 to describe the

TAC to ensure that the effort is completed in an efficient, cost-effective manner while

scope of work for this task, and the roles of the cities, WMO and DNR.

still providing needed data to inform future projects.

COMMENT #17
Lacks funding or planning for water quality or other on‐ the‐ground projects.
Implementation program
Prioritize studies. Ensure all completed studies are turned into actions/projects.

The URRWMO board decided to revise all goals and incorporate an implementation
schedule that includes on-the-ground projects.

COMMENT #18
Implementation expenditures are flat across years, but some tasks are periodic.
Create a financial plan that reflects periodic tasks such as financial audits and
watershed planning. If the URRWMO plans to budget the same amount every year,

Implementation program

The URRWMO board decided to update the Budget to incorporate administrative tasks
as recommended by the ACD.

then it needs a plan for carrying adequate balances across years to cover anticipated
expenses, especially since it is starting today with <$1,000.

COMMENT #19
It’s notable that the implementation plan includes no work at Lake George, which other
agencies, the Rum River WRAP and local residents have voiced as a high priority. I
strongly encourage the URRWMO to take an active role in management.

The URRWMO board decided to revise the goals to include Lake George, by stating
Implementation program

Consider the following WMO goal: “stop the trend of declining water quality in Lake

that the URRWMO should adopt the WQ goals within the Rum River WRAPS. To
remain consistent between the plans, MSA recommends adopting the same goal WQ
criteria and timelines.

George” and include planned future expenditures for projects to be determined later.
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COMMENT #20
A WMO website overhaul will be needed in next 3 yrs to keep up with current
technology and security measures.

Implementation program

The URRWMO board decided to add a strategy of overhauling the URRWMO website
and incorporating costs into the budget.

Plan for a $1,500 website overhaul around year 3.

COMMENT #21
The URRWMO board decided to revise the plan financing to match the draft Strategies

Finances lack inflationary increases, implying that work will decrease over time,
although the scope of work does not appear to decrease.

Table 5‐1 – Implementation Program and
Budget

and Implementation Schedule. The URRWMO board decided to include the impact of
inflation on budgeted items (currently estimated to be between 2-3%), and
accommodate accordingly so that tasks can be completed in the future as costs

Add inflationary increases.

increase.

COMMENT #22
Table and text lack detail to assure that the totals are not over or under estimates, and
to know what exactly is to be done in a given year.

Table 5‐1 – Implementation Program and

The URRWMO board decided to revise the plan financing to match the draft

Budget

Strategies and Implementation Schedule.

Add descriptions of tasks and break down large categories into smaller tasks.

COMMENT #23
$12,000 seems like a lot for illicit discharge detection and elimination.
Consult with the cities to ensure this number is realistic.

Table 5‐1 – Implementation Program and
Budget

The revised Goals/Strategies/Budget no longer addresses this item.

COMMENT #24
$500 for each occurrence of municipal regulatory and ordinance review seems like an
underestimate. That’s $83 to review several ordinances at each city, compare them to
URRWMO requirements, and send correspondence to that city.

Table 5‐1 – Implementation Program and
Budget

The URRWMO board decided to increase this to $5,000 per community, as originally
proposed in the 6/27/2016 budget. For the six communities within the URRWMO, this
equates to $30,000.

Re‐estimate the cost of this work.
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COMMENT #25
Municipal regulatory and ordinance reviews are listed separately. These seem like the
same thing.

Table 5‐1 – Implementation Program and

The URRWMO board decided to revise all goals in Chapter 4, include an

Budget

Implementation Schedule, and revise the Budget to match both.

Combine these two line items and/or add descriptive text that differentiates them.

COMMENT #26
Table lists grant applications. Where will the URRWMO get the required 10‐25% match
required for the grants?

The URRWMO board decided to include budgeting to account for grant-matching, as
Table 5‐1 – Implementation Program and

well as money for grant application preparation. It seems logical to engage ACD staff

Budget

for these activities; ACD provided preliminary cost estimates, which were used in the

Add planned expenditures for grant match.

revised plan budget.

COMMENT #27
The following tasks are discussed in the text, but missing from the implementation
table:
o Financial audits
o Wetland and infiltration standards updates

Table 5‐1 – Implementation Program and

The URRWMO board decided to revise all goals in Chapter 4, include an

o Water monitoring plan update

Budget

Implementation Schedule, and revise the Budget to match both.

o Watershed plan update in 2026‐27.
Add to table 5‐1.

COMMENT #28
Table lists municipal hydro and water quality modeling as separate items.
Table 5‐1 – Implementation
Combine these two line items and re‐evaluate if the cost is still accurate.
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COMMENT #29
A cropland mgmt practices study is planned to occur over 5 years. The culvert
inventory is to take place over 10 years. Each task can be done in 1‐2 years. The
starting and stopping of doing it over such a long period will be inefficient. And by the
time the work is done, most of it will be outdated.

Table 5‐1 – Implementation Program and
Budget

Cropland management practices study has been removed from the budget (as
recommended in several comments that money should be put towards on-the-ground
projects). The culvert inventory timeline has been revised to be completed by 2020.

Condense the cropland management practices study and culvert inventory into 1‐2 yrs
each.

COMMENT #30
The table includes funds for grant applications, but there are two major problems:
1) No projects are mentioned in the draft Plan. Most state grants will only fund projects
in the plan.
2) No dollars for providing the required 10‐25% match for grants are in the draft plan.

The URRWMO board decided to include budgeting to account for grant-matching, as
Table 5‐1 – Implementation Program and

well as money for grant application preparation. It seems logical to engage ACD staff

Budget

for these activities; ACD provided preliminary cost estimates, which were used in the
revised plan budget.

Identify specific projects, estimate their cost and include the required grant match in
the plan.

COMMENT #31
This section states the URRWMO will update its water monitoring plan in 2017. Based
upon your January meeting, it appears this task is not in the 2017 budget.
Sec 5.1.2 – Water Quality Monitoring
Consider revising the timing of this task, and perhaps specify that the current
monitoring plan will be utilized through 2018.
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COMMENT #32
Chapter 5 notes this plan is “geared toward the development of a more comprehensive
understanding of the watershed…” In my opinion, that has been done enough. The
watershed has been monitored for 15+ years. An intensive WRAP study has been

The URRWMO board decided to revise the goals to continue long-term monitoring

completed. It is time for the URRWMO to move forward with addressing the known

efforts (in order to detect water quality trends), focusing studies/inventories on

issues. Fix Lake George. Protect good conditions in conditions in the Rum River, East

Chapter 5

locations where projects might be completed in the future (e.g. culvert inventory, Lake

Twin Lake and Pickerel Lake. Continue enough of a monitoring program to track

George WQ projects, Rum River stream bank stabilization efforts, and identified high-

changes.

priority lands for long-term conservation), and on-the-ground projects.

Reduce study and monitoring. Increase water quality projects.

COMMENT #33
This section states the URRWMO will be responsible for implementing the CIP, but no
projects have been identified. Several potential projects exist for your consideration.
Consider adding the following projects:

The URRWMO board decided to revise the goals to continue long-term monitoring

1. Stormwater retrofits being identified in St. Francis. Recent work by the City and ACD
identified 17 potential projects and ranked them by cost effectiveness.
2. Rum Riverbank stabilizations. In 2017 ACD is updating maps of eroding riverbank

efforts (in order to detect water quality trends), focusing studies/inventories on
Section 5.1

locations where projects might be completed in the future (e.g. culvert inventory, Lake
George WQ projects, Rum River stream bank stabilization efforts, and identified high-

and approaching landowners to partner on corrective work. At its January 2017

priority lands for long-term conservation).

meeting the URRWMO already financially partnered on this work.
3. Lake George water quality projects. The ACD is mid‐ way through diagnostic study
of water quality improvement projects on this declining lake. In a year or two we’ll
need help implementing solutions.
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COMMENT #34
This section describes the process for major amendments and defines minor
amendments, but lacks discussion of the procedures for minor amendments.

Sec 5.5.2 ‐ Amendment Procedures

The URRWMO board decided to revise the plan to include procedures to minor
amendments.

Add discussion of minor amendment procedures or reference state statute/rule.

COMMENT #35
A complete Rum River WRAP report draft exists. It is largely the same as drafts you’ve
seen previously and future edits should be minor. I strongly encourage the WMO to
incorporate the WRAP into its plan now. WRAP management strategies of greatest
relevance in the URRWMO are:
1. Riverbank erosion survey*
2. Riverbank stabilization

The URRWMO board decided to adopt strategies listed in tables 3.3-7 and 3.3-8 of the

3. ID protection parcels, easements, habitat
4. Culvert inventory

*

Rum River WRAPS, that are located within the URRWMO.
Throughout

5. Adopt policy of minimizing ditch cleaning

The URRWMO board decided to revise all goals in Chapter 4 to include measurement

6. Stormwater retrofits (St. Francis)

criteria.

7. Monitoring*
8. Adopt MIDs stormwater/devel standards
* These items are in the draft plan.
Incorporate additional WRAP recommendations into the URRWMO plan.
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COMMENT #36
The plan requires a number of actions by the cities. This draft plan is missing a section
on what the WMO will do if a city fails to implement portions of the watershed plan
delegated to it. MN Statutes Sec 103B.211 provides that the WMO may take land use
planning authority in such a case. The WMO may want to prescribe other, less
dramatic steps first.

The URRWMO board decided to tackle this issue in subsequent plan amendments. The
Multiple

URRWMO currently lacks staff or financial capability to take on additional tasks or
responsibility at this time.

Draft language specifying measures that will be taken if a city fails to implement
portions of the watershed plan delegated to it.

COMMENT #37
The plan states the URRWMO will develop stormwater and wetland standards
consistent with State and federal minimums. These minimums are already in effect, so
no action by the WMO would be needed. The URRWMO is strongly encouraged to
create standards customized to their locality, with consideration of factors such as
sandy soils that make infiltration easy.

The URRWMO board decided to keep the stormwater and wetland standards within
the plan (previously called out as local ordinance review in several of the goals). The

Multiple

revised Goals and Strategies & Implementation Tables makes this more clear for the
reader.

Reword to recognize that standards should be based on local goals and conditions.
Consider MIDS.

COMMENT #38
Delete information about water quality monitoring. It does not belong in this
“Education and Outreach” section. It is in the following section.

The URRWMO board decided to remove the water quality monitoring from the

Section 1.3.1

education and outreach section.

COMMENT #39
Add Rum River at CR7 to the list of chemical stream water quality monitoring sites.
Delete it from the stream biological monitoring sites.

The Rum River at CR7 will be added to the list of chemical stream water quality

Section 1.3.2

monitoring sites, and removed from the stream biological monitoring sites.
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COMMENT #40
For wetland hydrology monitoring, note that the URRWMO funds monitoring of 3 of 5
of the sites.

Section 1.3.2

The URRWMO board decided to add this comment.

Section 2.2.3

References to Boot Lake were removed.

Section 2.2.4.1

The URRWMO board decided to take no action.

Section 2.4.1

The noted discrepancies were corrected.

COMMENT #41

Delete reference to Boot Lake SNA, which is outside of the URRWMO.

COMMENT #42
Provide less detail about the location of rare and threatened species to protect them.
This is generally required of anyone licensed to use the DNR Heritage database, from
which this information appears to have come.

COMMENT #43
The first sentence states there are 203 lakes in the URRWMO. Was this intended to say
there are 203 public waters, including wetlands? You may wish to reference figure
2‐14 instead of 2‐11.

COMMENT #44
This map of monitoring sites incorrectly indicates Minard and Coopers Lakes have had
both lake level and water quality monitoring. Only lake level monitoring has been

The monitoring sites were revised to indicate that Minard and Coopers Lakes have only

Figure 2‐11

had lake level monitoring.

done.
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COMMENT #45

Please add ditch names to this map for improved usability.

Figure 2‐12

The ditch names were added to the figure.

Section 3.1.1

The text was changed as suggested.

COMMENT #46

First sentence, modify as: “The URRWMO identified a gaps…”

COMMENT #47
This table of impaired waters includes Mud and Pickerel Lakes. These lakes are not
impaired. Remove them.

Table 3‐1, row #2

Rogers Lake was removed from the list of impaired waters, and as well as Mud Lake,
East Twin Lake and Pickerel Lake.

COMMENT #48

The section entitled “education” would more appropriately be titled “monitoring.”

Section 3.2

The text was changed as suggested.

COMMENT #49

This item is a duplicate from the previous page and can be removed.

Section 4.1, water quality goals, action “g”
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COMMENT #1

In 2009, watershed organizations, including the URRWMO (representing six communities)
jointly paid the local cost necessary for the Minnesota Geological Survey to prepare an
Anoka County Geologic Atlas. In 2013, Part A (geology) of the Atlas was published. Part B
(hydrogeology) is expected to be released in early 2017. However, the Plan mentions the
Anoka County Geologic Atlas only as an "education/other" activity conducted by the Anoka
Conservation District in 2009 and 2010 (Table 1‐ 1).
The Plan is selling the WMO short by not acknowledging its part in a collaboration, among
Anoka County watershed management organizations and watershed districts, to obtain
important geologic and hydrogeologic information that will help address water
management issues within the Upper Rum River WMO.

The URRWMO board decided to add a section in the plan regarding the Anoka County

Chapter 2

Geologic Atlas update and URRWMO financial involvement be added to Chapter 2.

We Recommend (#1): that Chapter 2 (Inventory and Condition Assessment) be modified to
include a discussion regarding the support that the URRWMO provided for the
development of the Geologic Atlas. Also, that the Geologic Atlas provides important
information for the inventory and assessment of the geology and groundwater resources
within the Upper Rum River Watershed.
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COMMENT #2
In 2015, the Minnesota Legislature passed (and revised in 2016) statues to require the
inventory and land use practices for riparian (lakes, streams and rivers) protection and
water quality (Minnesota Statute 103F.48). Commonly referred to as the "Buffer Law,"
watershed management organizations are asked to notify the Minnesota Board of Water
and Soil Resources (BWSR) of their intention to administer the provisions of the law within
their watershed by March 31, 2017. County Soil and Water Conservation Districts are
preparing preliminary inventories of land areas that do not meet the buffer requirements.
Anoka Conservation District has completed their inventory of all relative buffer areas within
the County.

The URRWMO board decided to add a section regarding Riparian Protection and
Water Quality Practices (Buffer Law) to be added to Chapter 2 that acknowledges the
ACD’s inventory of buffers.
The URRWMO board decided to include an assessment of issues and opportunities for

This Buffer Law presents new challenges and opportunities for the County and its
watershed management organizations/districts and residents.

the Watershed Management Organization related to buffers and water quality
Chapter 2, Chapter 3, Goals and Actions

We recommend (#2): that the URRWMO Plan consider including discussion of the
Buffers Law regarding:

protection.
However, the board anticipated that the WMO will not wish to take on additional
responsibility, costs associated with involvement in the buffer initative, and will support

• Current inventory of buffers prepared by the Anoka Conservation District (Chap. 2) within
the watershed;

this authority remaining at the county level.

• Assessment of issues and opportunities for the Watershed Management Organization
related to buffers and water quality protection (Chap. 3); and
• Goals and actions the URRWMO will take to implement, or support the implementation
of, the Buffers Law within the Watershed.
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COMMENT #3
Maintain the URRWMO website.
The URRWMO website serves as the primary, continuous public outreach tool with general
information about the organization, the watershed management plan, meeting agendas
and minutes, water monitoring results, profiles of WMO projects, and access to mapping
and data tools. Links to the URRWMO website are also provided within member city
newsletters and on other websites including the Anoka Natural Resources, Anoka
Conservation District, and member‐municipality websites.
The "Anoka Natural Resources" website was discontinued in 2013.
In 2013, a county‐wide water‐theme website (www.KnowTheFlow.us) was established as a
Chapter 1 (Page 10), 1.3.1
public education and outreach tool. Development of the website was through collaboration
among the Anoka County Water Task Force of county, city and watershed representatives.
The Anoka County Municipal Wellhead Protection Group provided financial support for the
development of the Know The Flow (KTF) website. The website announces relevant
information and water‐related events taking place in the County. The KTF Contacts page
lists and links watershed management organizations, including the URRWMO. The
URRWMO meetings and announcements, including the public hearing on this plan (when
the date, time and location is announced) are included in the KTF calendar.
We Recommend (#3): that the plan include discussion of the Know The Flow
website(www.KnowTheFlow.us).
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The URRWMO board decided to add a discussion and information on
www.KnowTheFlow.us in Chapter 1.

Upper Rum River WMO Review Comments and Response

Anoka County Transportation Division and Environmental Services
NAME: Jack Forslund
TITLE: Transportation Planner
DATE: 1/18/2017
CHAPTER/SECTION

URRWMO BOARD RESPONSE

COMMENT #4
The plan refers to the geologic formations “Franconia, Ironton and Galesville.” The
Minnesota Geologic Survey has unified the designation of these formations to correspond
with the Wisconsin Geologic Survey designation. These revised Minnesota designations
appear on the Geologic Survey of Anoka County, Minnesota (2013) as follows:
• Tunnel City Group (Upper Cambrian) formerly named the Franconia Formation.
Chapter 2 (Pages 19, 33 and 34), 2.1.5.2 &
• Wonewoc Sandstone (Upper Cambrian) formerly classified as two formations, the Ironton
2.4.7.2
and Galesville Sandstone. From a hydrogeologic standpoint, the Ironton formation is now
commonly referred to as the upper Wonewoc and the Galesville is referred to at the lower
Wonewoc.
We Recommend (#4): that the Plan be modified to use the current name of the unified
geologic formations with inclusion of its former name to ‐ hopefully ‐ avoid confusion.
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The names of the unified geologic formations were changed (while referencing the
older names) to match those in the Geologic Survey of Anoka County.

Upper Rum River WMO Review Comments and Response

Anoka County Transportation Division and Environmental Services
NAME: Jack Forslund
TITLE: Transportation Planner
DATE: 1/18/2017
CHAPTER/SECTION

URRWMO BOARD RESPONSE

COMMENT #5
Most ground water quality protection is in the form of Wellhead Protection Planning. The
primary purpose of these plans is to identify potential sources of contamination and put a
plan in place to protect groundwater supplies and areas where special measures are most
needed. Ten Anoka County cities formed a Joint Powers Organization to jointly write a
city‐level Wellhead Protection Plan. St. Francis is not part of the Joint Powers Organization
and has developed its own Wellhead Protection Plan.
The Anoka County Water Resources Report (2014) indicates that the protection of water
quality is a function of numerous statutes, rules and programs that are implemented by
various federal, state and local agencies. The report acknowledges that local water
resources are interconnected (surface and groundwater) which are best managed in a
comprehensive manner. Instead of preparing a county groundwater protection plan
(under Minnesota Statute 103B.255), Anoka County has established a Water Task Force to
develop collaborative initiatives to enhance the water protection actions of state and local
agencies including the URRWMO. The Report also acknowledges that state agencies may
establish water protection programs but it is our communities that often must implement
locally. Furthermore, it is our communities that must monitor the programs to determine
that they are sufficient and effective.

Chapter 2 (Page 34), 2.4.7.3

We Recommend (#5): that the Plan be modified to acknowledge that water resources
within the Watershed are interconnected. That the Watershed’s Plan to protect the quality
of surface water also protects groundwater. That surface water and precipitation recharges
groundwater by infiltration on land and by surface water infiltration.
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The plan was revised to state that water resources are interconnected, and that
protecting surface water quality can help protect groundwater quality.

Upper Rum River WMO Review Comments and Response

Anoka County Transportation Division and Environmental Services
NAME: Jack Forslund
TITLE: Transportation Planner
DATE: 1/18/2017
CHAPTER/SECTION

URRWMO BOARD RESPONSE

COMMENT #6
On April 7, 2014, the City Council of the City of St. Francis adopted Resolution 2014‐12
authorizing St. Francis as joiner to the wellhead joint power agreement with other cities
in Anoka County. The St. Francis representative to the Anoka County Municipal
Wellhead Protection Group (ACMWPG) is Mr. Paul Teicher, Director of Public Works.
The JPO was formed, not to write a city‐level wellhead protection plan, but to permit
member cities to collaborate in the joint implementation of common elements of their
wellhead plans to maximize their effectiveness and reduce cost. In addition, the

The plan was revised to state that the City of St. Francis is a member of the Anoka

2.4.7.3

County Municipal wellhead Protection Group.

ACMWPG serves as an advisory committee, allowing coordination of communities
whose wellhead protection areas often extend into an adjacent community.
We Recommend (#6): that the Plan be modified to acknowledge that the City of St.
Francis is a member of the Anoka County Municipal Wellhead Protection Group.
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Upper Rum River WMO Review Comments and Response

Anoka County Transportation Division and Environmental Services
NAME: Jack Forslund
TITLE: Transportation Planner
DATE: 1/18/2017
CHAPTER/SECTION

URRWMO BOARD RESPONSE

COMMENT #7
Identified Concern/Issue/Gap #14: There is limited understanding of the extent of invasive species
within surface waters in the URRWMO. Mitigation measurement are not feasible without understanding
the scale and extent of the problem. The URRWMO will request assistance from the Anoka Conservation
District, the Department of Natural Resources, lake associations, Lake George Conservation Club, and
other agencies to develop an invasive species monitoring program.
Identified Concern/Issue/Gap #15: Public understanding of invasive species is limited, and public
involvement would be necessary for limiting the spread of invasive species. The URRWMO will develop a
public education program about the problems of invasive aquatic species and how to control the spread
of these organisms.
Identified Concern/Issue/Gap #16: Individualized plans for mitigating invasive species are not available
at this time. Local communities might be interested in developing a site‐specific study and/or mitigation
plan for reducing invasive species in their surface waters.

Chapter 3, Table 3‐1 (Identified Concerns,

The URRWMO board decided to revise the strategies to include an educational

In 2014 the Minnesota Legislature provided counties with grants to establish an Aquatic Invasive

Issues and Gaps within the URRWMO) Page component where materials (provided by the Anoka County Parks Department Aquatic

Species (AIS) program. That same year, Anoka County Parks Department began the establishment its

40

Aquatic Invasive Species Prevention Program to inspect watercraft and educate the public in preventing

Invasive Species Prevention Program) are added to the URRWMO website.

the spread of AIS to Anoka County waters. Watercraft Inspectors are stationed at Lake George, East Twin
and Rum River North county parks in the URRWMO. Anoka County's AIS program coordinates with the
Minnesota Department of Natural Resources AIS program, local peace officers, water recreation
businesses and lake associations to reduce the spread of AIS. AIS Program Guidelines and annual
reports of inspection/education are produced by Anoka County Parks. The Parks Department has
indicated a willingness to cooperate with watershed organizations in a coordinated effort to address AIS
in Anoka County. Jessica Leverty (AIS Coordinator, Anoka County Parks and Recreation, 763‐755‐0067,
Jessica.Leverty@co.anoka.mn.us) coordinates Anoka County’s AIS program.
We Recommend (#7): our comments be included in the "comments from stakeholders" section of the
table. That consideration be given to including the Anoka County Parks Department Aquatic Invasive
Species Prevention Program in the discussion of AIS public education and plans to reduce invasive
species in surface waters.
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Upper Rum River WMO Review Comments and Response

City of Bethel
NAME: Todd Miller
TITLE: Mayor
DATE: 2/23/2017
CHAPTER/SECTION

URRWMO BOARD RESPONSE

COMMENT #1
The URRWMO Board determined that the TAC will develop land locked basin standards.
Any development that allows discharge from landlocked basins will require an

Consider adding a requirement to have the WMO or developers identify land locked
water basins prior to development. This upfront investment may help avoid costly

Chapter 5

improvments down the road.

engineering study, and the TAC will outline at a minimum (1) what is required in the
engineering report and (2) what constitutes acceptable safeguards for opening a closed
depression. (Goal A.3) The URRWMO will invite staff and/or elected from member
communities to be part of the TAC.

COMMENT #2
The URRWMO Board sets goals that prioritizes elected and appointed officials to build
better understanding between all stakeholders. A second target audience are members
Consider activities that lead to increased public involvement to preserve our water
quality.

of the public who will be reached via the URRWMO website and annual newsletters
Chapter 5

prepared by member communities. The website and newsletters will promote ongoing
activities of the URRWMO, identify current water quality improvement projects within the
watershed, and provide tips on how individuals might participate/contribute to future
activities.

COMMENT #3
The URRWMO Board decided to allocate funds for future grant applications. The
URRWMO is planning to use the website and rely on member communities and their
relationship with ACD to educate the public on watershed related issues and promotion

Consider expanding discussions and identifying opportunities to acquire grants. Maybe
there could be something that a property owner would consider doing that a grant
might be helpful. The public might not even be aware of what a watershed is or where
to find the website.

of the website. The website and newsletters will promote ongoing activities of the
Chapter 5

URRWMO, identify current water quality improvement projects within the watershed,
and provide tips on how individuals might participate/contribute to future activities.
Table 5-2: 2017-2027 Implementation Program and Budget identifies Lake George Water
Quality, Rum River Bank Stabilization, and Land Conservation as projects. These were
some of the projects suggested by the ACD,

Upper Rum River WMO Review Comments and Response

Minnesota Board of Water and Soil Resources
NAME: Dan Fabian
TITLE: Metro Board Conservationist
DATE: 2/10/2017
CHAPTER/SECTION

COMMENT #1

URRWMO BOARD RESPONSE

The identified Issues, Concerns and Gaps within the URRWMO (table 3-1) were
discussed during the planning process, and limited funding continued to be the
highest concern/priority within the URRWMO. Based on feedback from BWSR and
other commenters, the URRWMO board decided to revise the goals/implementation
schedule/budget to focus on leveraging the existing momentum of the recently

The WMO should be commended for their initial upfront efforts to obtain input from state
review agencies and local governments and citizens. The result was a comprehensive list of
identified issues and opportunities for the WMO to consider and prioritize for inclusion in
the Plan. Unfortunately it is not clear how these identified issues were prioritized. The
decision process that resulted in very few of the projects to address the issues, making it
into the implementation program is also unclear. Refer to 8410.0045 for requirements on
issue identification and assessment.

completed (April 2017) Rum River WRAPS to partner with other involved agencies to
best leverage the limited URRWMO funds by offering partial support for projects.
The revised goals introduced under previous comment responses also recommend
applying for at least one grant funding opportunity every two years, and prioritize
reserving funds annually to have a matching dollar amount in place for these projects.
While the URRWMO likely cannot support large scale projects within its budgetary
limitations, a focus on partnering with other parties can provide the good mechanism
for moving on-the-ground projects forward to address identified issues within the
watershed.

COMMENT #2
The plan would benefit from a good proof reading from a technical writer, as there are
typos, missing words and other edits that are needed throughout the plan.

The plan will be reviewed for typos/error before the next distribution.

COMMENT #3
Chapter 5 - Implementation Plan, tends to get away from committing to actions like
involving the Advisory Committee, amending the plan, or supporting community member
requests for assistance etc. When completing the proof reading mentioned above,
incorporate the use of positive action verbs that commit the WMO to completing needed
tasks. Also be clear on what the criteria will be for deciding if tasks and projects will be
implemented.

The URRWMO board decided to revise the Goals and include a Strategies and
Implementation Schedule which clarifies the timeframe for proposed action items,
responsible parties, and goals/targets for each strategy.
Chapter 5
The URRWMO board decided to convene the TAC more frequently and has included
recommended topics for discussion for purposes of implementing new policies and
programs, including wetland standards, culvert inventory, ordinance revisions, etc.
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Upper Rum River WMO Review Comments and Response

Minnesota Board of Water and Soil Resources
NAME: Dan Fabian
TITLE: Metro Board Conservationist
DATE: 2/10/2017
CHAPTER/SECTION

URRWMO BOARD RESPONSE

COMMENT #4
Revise the plan title on the cover and elsewhere to read "2017 -2027 Watershed
Management Plan". The WMO Plan will become effective in 2017 once it is approved by
the BWSR and adopted by the WMO Board.

The plan title was revised to "2017-2027 Watershed Management Plan"

COMMENT #5
Revise the Executive Summary required elements as needed to be consistent with the plan
revisions resulting from addressing the 60-day review comments.

Executive Summary

The Executive Summary was revised to reflect the changes that have been incorporated
into the plan.

COMMENT #6

Provide within the Executive Summary a map of the organization per 8410.0050 B.

Executive Summary

A map of the URRWMO was added to the Executive Summary.

Executive Summary

The executive summary was revised as described.

COMMENT #7
The responsibilities of local governments related to the implementation of the plan
including any changes in responsibilities from the previous plan need to be clearly defined
in the Executive Summary per 8410.0050, F.

COMMENT #8
Revise the Introduction as needed to be consistent with the plan revisions resulting from
addressing the 60-day review comments.

Chapter 1-Introduction
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The Introduction was revised to reflect the changes that were incorporated into the
plan.

Upper Rum River WMO Review Comments and Response

Minnesota Board of Water and Soil Resources
NAME: Dan Fabian
TITLE: Metro Board Conservationist
DATE: 2/10/2017
CHAPTER/SECTION

URRWMO BOARD RESPONSE

COMMENT #9
1.3.3 -Rules and Standards: This section is confusing. It is our understanding that as part of
the Third Generation Plan (current Plan), the WMO set specific Rules, Ordinances and
Standards dealing with stormwater management issues and wetlands protection that the
member communities were required to include. Provide a clear description of what those
required elements are and include a copy of the WMO standards in this plan per 8410.0105, 1.3.3
Subp.6. Additionally, the plan needs to provide an assessment of the existing controls
being implemented by Member Communities and address any deficiencies or redundancies
related to Plan goals. It will be very helpful to Member Communities if the Plan is specific
on what each Member Community still needs to complete.

A copy of the table from the prior plan was included into the current plan,
incorporating a) changes in the rules since the writing of the previous plan and b) list
of those items that member communities still need to complete.
Each community is required to submit an annual report of activities to the URRWMO.
That document provides a clear description of what is required by the WMO. The
URRWMO board decided to include that template assessment be included in the plan
and a similar document be created for future reporting purposes.

COMMENT #10
1.4.1 - Assessment of Third Generation Plan Performance: Per 8410.0045, Subp. 7, as part
of the preparation of this Plan, the WMO is required to complete a detailed self-assessment
of the WMO's success in implementing the previous plan and meeting the goals set in that
plan. This section needs to be revised to include that assessment. For example, the
1.4.1
assessment of the previous plan needs to include an assessment of whether or not the
member communities adopted the WMO rules, ordinances and standards that were
required in the previous plan and if they successfully implemented them.

Each community is required to submit an annual report of activities to the URRWMO.
That document provides a clear description of what is required by the WMO. The
URRWMO board decided to include that template assessment be included in the plan
and a similar document be created for future reporting purposes.
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Upper Rum River WMO Review Comments and Response

Minnesota Board of Water and Soil Resources
NAME: Dan Fabian
TITLE: Metro Board Conservationist
DATE: 2/10/2017
CHAPTER/SECTION

URRWMO BOARD RESPONSE

COMMENT #11
The inventories presented in this chapter are good and fairly complete. The Land & Water
Resources assessment required by 8410.0060, Subpart 1is insufficient. We expect the
Resources assessment to include a narrative description or summary of the condition of the
various resources inventoried (especially the water resource related ones) and an
identification of which resources, based on the assessment, need to be elevated to an issue Chapter 2 -Inventory and Condition
for consideration in the Plan. Provide information on how those decisions were made. For Assessment
example 2.4.6 Floodplain, the last sentence states that "The URRWMO Board has discussed
flooding and determined there are no flood problem areas of priority concern within the
URRWMO at this time". How did they come to this decision and what facts or technical
advice did they base it on?

Section 2.4 was revised to include a description of the water quality parameters (for
those waterbodies with data) specifically as related to trends in improving/declining
quality.

COMMENT #12
This would also be the place in the Plan to identify current conditions of the existing lake,
Chapter 2 -Inventory and Condition
stream/river, wetlands and the current water quality trends based on monitoring by the
URRMWO and others. There are several lakes that have declining water quality trends that Assessment
are not adequately presented.
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Section 2.4 was revised to include a description of the water quality parameters (for
those waterbodies with data) specifically as related to trends in improving/declining
quality.

Upper Rum River WMO Review Comments and Response

Minnesota Board of Water and Soil Resources
NAME: Dan Fabian
TITLE: Metro Board Conservationist
DATE: 2/10/2017
CHAPTER/SECTION

URRWMO BOARD RESPONSE

COMMENT #13
Section 2.4 was revised to include a description of the water quality parameters (for
Water quality and quantity including trends of key locations and 100-yr flood discharges
are not provided as required per 8410.0060, Subpart 1, F.

Chapter 2 -Inventory and Condition

those waterbodies with data) specifically as related to trends in improving/declining

Assessment

quality. Additional information was included for 100-yr flood discharges (for those
locations with data).

COMMENT #14
The identification of issues/concerns/gaps is good as is the identification of opportunities
to address those issues. However, the opportunities identification would have benefited
from more input from the Technical Advisory Committee, given their knowledge of how
other WMO's are addressing similar issues. One example would be "Issue Item 3 under
surface water quality," which identifies a concern for a lack of consistent guidelines or
Chapter 3 -Assessment of lssues and
minimum runoff standards. To cost effectively address this item, the WMO may want to
Opportunities
consider adoption of the Minnesota Minimum Impact Design Standards (MIDS) and work
with their member communities to adopt them. We can provide additional information on
how the Middle St. Croix WMO recently addressed this issue as part of a Clean Water Fund
Grant that included a thorough evaluation of existing ordinances and identification of
needed revisions including recommended model ordinances.

The URRWMO board decided to not incorporate the MIDS into the goals for the
URRWMO (decided during the URRWMO Regular Meeting, May 25th, 2017)

COMMENT #15
3.1.1 -Identifying Gaps: The text states that a stakeholder meeting was held in September
of 2016, to gather additional input from stakeholders on the identification of gaps. Provide
more information on this stakeholder meeting and the process followed to identify gaps.
3.1.1
In reviewing the WMO website, there were no stakeholder meetings identified for
September 2016, only a WMO Manager meeting at which only managers were in
attendance.

The text was revised to clarify this concern.
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Minnesota Board of Water and Soil Resources
NAME: Dan Fabian
TITLE: Metro Board Conservationist
DATE: 2/10/2017
CHAPTER/SECTION

URRWMO BOARD RESPONSE

COMMENT #16
3.2 - Identification of Priority Issues: The Plan does not adequately describe the process
used to prioritize the issues identified in Table 3.1 and Table 3.2 as required in 8410.0045,
Subpart 1, Subp. 2, and Subp. 7.

Program costs and projected annual budgets were derived from Tables 3.1 and 3.2.
3.2

They were discussed and prioritized many times throughout the plan development
process. Additional clarifying text was added to the plan.

COMMENT #17
The URRWMO board decided to revise all goals and incorporate an implementation
It needs to include an explanation of the process followed for evaluating the issues, and
eliminating issues from being acted on (or deciding to act on them) as part of the
Implementation Program, refer to 8410.0045, Subp. 7. We noted that there were several
significant issues related to high value resources that were identified that would be
expected to require capital improvement type projects to address them, yet none of them
are included in the final Implementation Plan. The WMO Plan also does not have any
proposed Capital Improvement Program (CIP) as required by 8410.0105, Subp.2.

schedule that includes on-the-ground projects. These projects are based on
comments received in response to the Nov Draft Plan, and incorporate Rum River
WRAPS that was published in April 2017.
Chapter 3 -Assessment of lssues and
Opportunities

The URRWMO board decided to incorporate a Capital Improvement Plan and has
received recommendations from ACD (which loosely follow the WRAP) describing
possible CIP projects. Text was specifically addressing how funding will be provided
for structural solutions (where regulatory controls are not enough to reach the defined
goals).

COMMENT #18
Funding and the related "controlling the costs of expenses" are both identified in this area
of the plan (as well as in other areas) and are significant issues for the WMO which need to
be addressed in this plan. We suggest that the WMO work with its local member
communities and advisory committees to identify what "controlling the costs of expenses" Chapter 3 -Assessment of lssues and
means in relation to the WMO starting to address the significant resource issues that have Opportunities
been identified as part of this planning process. This also relates to the need to prioritize
issues previously mentioned. Refer to the comments on Chapter 5.2.1-Funding, for
additional suggestions on addressing the WMO's funding capacity.
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Noted and agreed.

Upper Rum River WMO Review Comments and Response

Minnesota Board of Water and Soil Resources
NAME: Dan Fabian
TITLE: Metro Board Conservationist
DATE: 2/10/2017
CHAPTER/SECTION

URRWMO BOARD RESPONSE

COMMENT #19

Goals need to be revised and written so they are measurable as required by 8410.0080,
Subpart 1. This is important so that the WMO can then measure and document its progress
towards achieving those goals. The goals should be developed so they are addressing
Chapter 4 - Goals and Actions
specific priority issues such as Water Quantity (8410.0080, Subp. 2) and Water Quality
(8410.0080, Subp. 3). Goals and actions need to be clearly tied back to the identified issues
they are addressing and to the specific actions in the Implementation Program.

The URRWMO board decided to revise the Goals and include a Strategies and
Implementation Schedule which clarifies the timeframe for proposed action items,
responsible parties, and goals/targets for each strategy.

COMMENT #20
The URRWMO board decided to have the Technical Advisory Committee meet a
It is highly recommended that the WMO actively seek the advice of its Advisory
Committees (especially the TAC) as you revise current goals and actions to be measurable.

Chapter 4 - Goals and Actions

minimum of 2 times per year. Specific topics for discussion were also added to the
text (e.g. implementing new policies and programs, including wetland standards,
culvert inventory, ordinance revisions, etc.)

COMMENT #21
Specific resource goals need to be included in this plan and not put off until 2018 as
Chapter 4 - Goals and Actions
proposed for Water Quality Goals for water bodies. Refer to 8410.080, Subp. 2 thru Subp. 8.

The URRWMO board decided to revise the Goals and include a Strategies and
Implementation Schedule which clarifies the timeframe for proposed action items,
responsible parties, and goals/targets for each strategy.

COMMENT #22
The WMO leadership to the member communities for Total Maximum Daily Load (TMDL)
Compliance and other goal action items delegated to the member communities is very
important. Note TMDL Plans do not identify specific project level actions needed to meet
Chapter 4 - Goals and Actions
the TMDL as implicated in the Plan. Rather they identify what the TMDL is, allocate the load
and load reductions required to meet the TMDL. The WMO needs to identify specific
projects needed to reduce pollutants to meet the pollutant reduction goals.
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The URRWMO board decided to revise the Goals and include a Strategies and
Implementation Schedule which clarifies the timeframe for proposed action items,
responsible parties, and goals/targets for each strategy.

Upper Rum River WMO Review Comments and Response

Minnesota Board of Water and Soil Resources
NAME: Dan Fabian
TITLE: Metro Board Conservationist
DATE: 2/10/2017
CHAPTER/SECTION

URRWMO BOARD RESPONSE

COMMENT #23
There are several goals and goal action items that call for the WMO to review local
ordinances, development policies and controls, wetland buffer standards, etc. that will likely
require revisions to the member municipality's local water management plans and related
ordinances. This work should be completed as part of this 10-year Plan Amendment so the
Chapter 4 - Goals and Actions
community members can include the requirements in their local water management plans
which are due to be adopted by December 31, 2018 as required in 8410.0105, Subp. 9.
Refer to the following comment for 5.4.2 -Local Water Management Plans and Official
Controls for additional information.

The URRWMO board decided to increase the budget for this effort to $5,000 per
community, as originally proposed in the 6/27/2016 budget. For the six communities
within the URRWMO, this equates to $30,000.

COMMENT #24
The Plan needs to include a procedure to evaluate the WMO's progress towards meeting
each of its goals per 8410.0150, E.

The URRWMO board decided to revise the Goals and include a Strategies and
Chapter 4 - Goals and Actions

Implementation Schedule which clarifies the timeframe for proposed action items,
responsible parties, and goals/targets for each strategy.
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Minnesota Board of Water and Soil Resources
NAME: Dan Fabian
TITLE: Metro Board Conservationist
DATE: 2/10/2017
CHAPTER/SECTION

URRWMO BOARD RESPONSE

COMMENT #25
The first sentence for the second paragraph states that "Implementation of this current plan
is geared toward the development of a more comprehensive understanding of the
watershed so that issues associated with water quality or flooding problems may be
identified and corrective actions implemented". The last sentence in this paragraph states
"It is hoped that this information, when compared to previously developed data and
correlated with monitoring data collected by the URRWMO and others, it will allow for the
identification of existing acute or chronic water resources issues or trends which may result
in future issues throughout the watershed". We would like to remind the WMO that this
comprehensive understanding of the watershed issues through inventory, monitoring,
study and modeling to identify issues/problems that the WMO then needs to fix has been a
responsibility and requirement of the WMO and its member communities since the WMO Chapter 5 -Implementation Plan
was founded in 1991.

The URRWMO board decided to revise the goals to address this concern and
specifically addresses projects that will be pursued within this planning cycle.
The plan still continues long-term monitoring efforts (in order to detect water quality
trends), but will focus on studies/inventories of locations where projects might be
completed in the future (e.g. culvert inventory, Lake George WQ projects, Rum River
stream bank stabilization efforts, and identified high-priority lands for long-term

It is now 2017, this is the 4th generation plan of the WMO, and this work should have
already been completed as part of the implementation of WMO Plan generations 1, 2, and
3. Since the WMO's reliance on member communities to develop and provide this
information during the first three WMO Plan generations has not resulted in a sufficient
comprehensive understanding of the watershed for the WMO to act, theµ it is highly
recommended that the WMO be more proactive and take responsibility for implementing
the needed tasks across the entire watershed rather than passing it on to be completed by
member communities.

conservation), and other on-the-ground projects.
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Minnesota Board of Water and Soil Resources
NAME: Dan Fabian
TITLE: Metro Board Conservationist
DATE: 2/10/2017
CHAPTER/SECTION

URRWMO BOARD RESPONSE

COMMENT #26
We suggest that the WMO use the Draft Rum River WRAP to identify 3 or 4 priority items
for implementation. This will allow the WMO to utilize existing data and studies to help
identify implementation activities and capital improvement projects that are targeted to
resources of concern. The WMO could also use the Rum River WRAP as a baseline to
determine what additional information is needed to gain a comprehensive understanding
of the watershed.

The URRWMO board decided to revise the Goals and include a Strategies and
Chapter 5 -Implementation Plan

Implementation Schedule. This plan incorporates elements from the Rum River WRAPS
plan (published April 2017) so that goals are consistent between the two documents,
and can provide a key partnering tool between all parties active within the watershed.

COMMENT #27
5.1 - URRWMO Responsibilities: The Plan needs to contain prioritized implementation
actions that consists of administrative processes and programs to address the goals
defined in Chapter 4 as required by 8410.0105, Subpart 1.

The URRWMO board decided to revise the Goals and include a Strategies and
5.1

Implementation Schedule which clarifies the timeframe for proposed action items,
responsible parties, and goals/targets for each strategy.

COMMENT #28
The URRWMO board decided to revise the Goals and include a Strategies and
Implementation Schedule which clarifies the timeframe for proposed action items,

5.1.1 - Reporting and Evaluation: The plan needs to identify the procedures the WMO will
follow for evaluating the progress in meeting the established goals per 8410.0080, Subpart
1 and the progress made towards implementation items per 8410.0105, Subp. 1. These
5.1.1
evaluations need to be completed a minimum of every two years according to 8410.0150,
Subp. 3, E. Refer to the following comment on 5.2 regarding required evaluation of
member community implementation activities.

responsible parties, and goals/targets for each strategy. The TAC will be scheduled to
meet two times per year, and a review of progress toward the URRWMO goals will be
one of their objectives.
The plan includes recommended topics for TAC discussions (e.g. implementing new
policies and programs, including wetland standards, culvert inventory, ordinance
revisions, etc.)
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Minnesota Board of Water and Soil Resources
NAME: Dan Fabian
TITLE: Metro Board Conservationist
DATE: 2/10/2017
CHAPTER/SECTION

URRWMO BOARD RESPONSE

COMMENT #29
5.1.2 - Water Quality Monitoring: Details of the WMO Monitoring Programs need to be
included in this Plan which meet the requirements of 8410.0105, Subp. 5. The mentioned
2018 planned revisions to the WMO Monitoring Plan needs to be budgeted for and
included in the Implementation Plan. We recommend that the WMO include anticipated
near term revisions to the Monitoring Plan at this time, rather than expending the funds to
revise the WMO Plan within a year of it being adopted.

The URRWMO board decided the current monitoring plan will be used through 2018,

5.1.2

and revised annually after.

COMMENT #30
5.1.4 - Implementation of the URRWMO Capital Improvement Program: The last sentence
of this sections indicates that the WMO has a cost share program. All incentive type
programs need to be defined in the Plan per 8410.0105, Subp. 7, and included in the
Implementation Plan.

5.1.4

The URRWMO does not have a cost share program.

COMMENT #31
5.2 - Member City Responsibilities: 8410.0105, Subpart 1, C, requires the Plan to define the
process the WMO will follow to evaluate member community implementation activities,
5.2
including what steps the WMO will take if the member community is found to be failing to
implement parts of its local water plan.

The URRWMO will continue to require member communities to submit annual activity
reports. They might also require a follow-up meeting with individual member
communities that don't meet the minimum requirements.
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Minnesota Board of Water and Soil Resources
NAME: Dan Fabian
TITLE: Metro Board Conservationist
DATE: 2/10/2017
CHAPTER/SECTION

URRWMO BOARD RESPONSE

COMMENT #32
5.3 - Implementation Program: All Implementation Program activities need to describe
actions in the plan to define what the item includes, its purpose, the particular goals it is
intended to help accomplish and any additional information needed so that future WMO
Board Members understand what the activity is, why it is needed and what needs to be
done for its implementation. Refer to 8410.0105, Subpart 1, A. and 8410.0105 Subp. 2.
(Note that 8410.0105, Subp. 2. the requirement for a capital improvement program (CIP)
also requires the WMO in assigning priorities for what to include in the CIP, give
consideration to federal, state, regional, local and private partners and regional and state
plans). Similarly plan activities the WMO is delegating to the member communities (LGUs)
need to be defined in the plan so member communities know what is expected of them so
they can include it in their own capital improvement program. The process the WMO will
5.3
follow to provide oversight of the member community implementation activities, including
what steps the WMO will take to implement the activities if the member community is
found to not be implementing those activities needs to be identified in the Plan per
8410.0105, Subpart 1, C. and 8410.0105, Subpart 1, D.

The URRWMO board decided to revise the Goals and include a Strategies and
Implementation Schedule which clarifies the timeframe for proposed action items,
responsible parties, and goals/targets for each strategy.
The URRWMO board also decided to add funding for Capital Improvement Planning.
Projects that were discussed within the course of developing this plan but were not
funded will be included in this table with a short summary comment indicating why the
project was not prioritized within this 10-year plan.

Similar information for implementation activities that were identified during the budget
development process and presented in "Appendix B" should be included in that appendix.
This information should include the reasons that the activity was not included in the
Implementation Plan. The information can then be available if funding opportunities come
up or funding priorities change in the future. The WMO already paid to develop those
potential activities and the information should be documented in the plan.
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Upper Rum River WMO Review Comments and Response

Minnesota Board of Water and Soil Resources
NAME: Dan Fabian
TITLE: Metro Board Conservationist
DATE: 2/10/2017
CHAPTER/SECTION

URRWMO BOARD RESPONSE

COMMENT #33
5.3.2 - Funding: In addition to mentioning the various funding sources potentially available
the WMO needs to identify which they are going to pursue to fund their implementation
program. This information should be included as part of the implementation program. For
example, most of the grants the BWSR administers requires an application describing a
proposed grant project that is prioritized, targeted and measurable. Benefits need to be
quantified both in pollutant removals and how much those removals will close the gap on 5.3.2
the WMO resource goal for that prioritized water resource (meaning what will
implementation of the project accomplish and how will it help the WMO meet its resource
goals). The project scope needs to be clearly defined in the Watershed Management Plan
Implementation Program and identified as a priority. Partner commitments (time and
funds) also need to be included in the grant application.

The URRWMO board decided to revise the Goals and include a Strategies and
Implementation Schedule which clarifies the timeframe for proposed action items,
responsible parties, and goals/targets for each strategy.
This revision should assist in grant applications where targeted goals are required.

COMMENT #34
Since there is a concern about the ability of the local communities to provide any funding
for needed implementation activities, the WMO needs to include in the plan documentation
of that lack of funding capacity by conducting an analysis of the funding capacity of the
Chapter 5 -Implementation Plan
WMO members (based on burden on property tax payers) and compare that burden with
what other water management organizations (and watershed districts) property owners
incur.
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The URRWMO board is unaware of any statutory requirement that a funding capacity
analysis needs to be completed. To properly address this comment, the URRWMO
requests more information from BSWR regarding this requirement.

Upper Rum River WMO Review Comments and Response

Minnesota Board of Water and Soil Resources
NAME: Dan Fabian
TITLE: Metro Board Conservationist
DATE: 2/10/2017
CHAPTER/SECTION

URRWMO BOARD RESPONSE

COMMENT #35
5.4.2 -Local Water Management Plans and Official Controls: Make this section consistent
with the Local Plan Requirements identified in 8410.0105. Subp. 9 and 8410.0160 which
deals with Local Water Plan requirements. The WMO Plan must specify to what degree the
WMO Plan may be adopted by reference by their local member communities per
8410.0105 Subp. 9. A. Note 8410.0105 Subp. 9, B. ties local plan updates to within two
5.4.2
years of their required comprehensive plan update. The next local comprehensive plans are
due December 31, 2018. Thus, all cities and towns in the seven-county metropolitan area
must complete and adopt their local water plan by December 31, 2018. The clearer the
WMO Plan is on requirements for local member community's local water management
plans, the easier and more cost effectively those plans can be completed.

The URRWMO board decided to revise the Goals and include a Strategies and
Implementation Schedule which clarifies the timeframe for proposed action items,
responsible parties, and goals/targets for each strategy.

COMMENT #36
The URRWMO planning effort focused mainly on receiving direction from the TAC
5.5.1 - Stakeholder and Public Involvement: This section implies more stakeholder and
public involvement than actually occurred in the development of the WMO Plan. A formal
CAC and TAC (Advisory Committee) was never formally established as called for in the JPA
and 8410.0045, Subp. 2. The initial TAC meeting that was held July 20, 2016 was well
attended, but the TAC was not used any further to provide advice and guidance to the
WMO Managers in the development of the plan, prioritization of identified issues nor
5.5.1
development of the implementation program. The one CAC meeting that was held on July
20, 2016-was not attended by any members of the general public. Provide additional
details on what if any additional efforts were made to engage the public and the results of
those efforts. The additional issue prioritization efforts and revisions to the plan that will be
needed to bring it into compliance, need to include the establishment and use of a formal
advisory committee.

meeting in July and from the regular Board meetings.
MSA unfortunately was not able to facilitate additional TAC meetings due to their
limited contracted scope, but recommended that the TAC meet more consistently in
the future to guide project selection as ACD recommends specific projects for
implementation.
The URRWMO board decided the TAC meets will meet at least twice annually. In
addition, it is recognized that public participation within the URRWMO has been
minimal to date. Increasing participation levels has been included within the revised
goals/strategies. However, the URRWMO is looking for guidance/advice on how to
better effectively engage individuals beyond the board.
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Upper Rum River WMO Review Comments and Response

Minnesota Board of Water and Soil Resources
NAME: Dan Fabian
TITLE: Metro Board Conservationist
DATE: 2/10/2017
CHAPTER/SECTION

URRWMO BOARD RESPONSE

COMMENT #37
5.5.2 - Amendment Procedures: Make this section consistent with language in 8410.140
and include a reference to this section of the rule. We can provide examples from other
recently approved plans if requested. The effective date of the plan needs to be set 10years from the date of BWSR approval.

5.5.2

This section was revised accordingly.

Chapter 5 -Implementation Plan

This section was revised accordingly.

COMMENT #38
The Plan needs to include a procedure to establish an advisory committee (or equivalent)
for the purpose of making recommendations to the WMO Board on the 10-year plan
amendment per 8410.0105, Subpart 1, D.

COMMENT #39
The Plan needs to include an information and education program meeting that at least
meets the minimum requirements of 8410.0105, Subp. 4.

Chapter 5 -Implementation Plan

The URRWMO board decided to add in an Education Program to Chapter 5 including
at a minimum, the purposed, targeted audiences, and actions.

COMMENT #40
The WMO's performance standards need to be described in the Plan. The Plan must also
improve its description of how the organization's controls will be implemented in
coordination with local official controls as required in 8410.0105 Subp. 6. How will it
provide oversight of the implementing member communities?

Chapter 5 -Implementation Plan
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The URRWMO board decided to continue the practice of requiring annual activity
reports from member communities.

Upper Rum River WMO Review Comments and Response

MDNR
NAME: Jeanne Daniels
TITLE: District Manager
DATE: 2/15/2017
CHAPTER/SECTION

URRWMO BOARD RESPONSE

COMMENT #1
The URRWMO board decided to adopt strategies listed in tables 3.3-7 and 3.3-8 of the
Rum River WRAPS, that are located within the URRWMO.

Goals, actions and implementation plan do not seem adequate to address the
identified issues and opportunities. Goals not measurable.

The URRWMO board decided to revise all goals in Chapter 4 to include measurement
criteria.

COMMENT #2
Previous and proposed funding levels do not appear to be reasonable for producing

The URRWMO board decided to revise all goals in Chapter 4, include an

meaningful protection/ improvements to water resources.

Implementation Schedule, and revise the Budget to match both.

COMMENT #3
Land Protection Strategies – Large areas of undeveloped woodland and wetland are a
primary reason that many of the water features in this wetland are still in good shape.

The URRWMO board decided to support ACD in their efforts to identify priority lands

We strongly recommend that the WMO include in its implementation plan a project to

for long-term conservation efforts.

work with agency and nonprofit partners on developing and promoting a voluntary
conservation easement program to help preserve high quality natural areas.

COMMENT #4

The URRWMO board decided to adopt the strategies listed in tables 3.3-7 and 3.3-8 of

Lake George - is a very important regional resource in this watershed and we strongly

the Rum River WRAPS (those within the URRWMO), which includes Lake George. The

recommend that the WMO include “placeholder” funds and a generic project

URRWMO board also decided to include a planned strategy that focuses on Lake

description for implementation activities that flow from the in-process ACD water-

George, based on the results of a survey being completed by ACD to identify potential

quality diagnostic study.

sites for on-the-ground projects.
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MDNR
NAME: Jeanne Daniels
TITLE: District Manager
DATE: 2/15/2017
CHAPTER/SECTION

URRWMO BOARD RESPONSE

COMMENT #5
Development standards – the stormwater management/infiltration and wetland
protection standards previously adopted by the WMO are not included in this plan.

The URRWMO board decided that the Technical Advisory Committee (TAC) will meet

They should be included as interim standards, and the WMO should add to its

to review and revise the standards, and that the current standards be included in the

implementation program the development of a model ordinance that incorporates

interim.

MIDS and incentives to preserve high quality resources.

COMMENT #6
River bank erosion - the implementation plan includes some funds for a river bank
erosion study, but nothing for implementing stabilization projects. It is my

The URRWMO board decided to revise the plan to include funding part of the stream

understanding that many of the erosion sites have already been identified and funds

bank stabilization projects identified by the ACD.

are needed for implementing actual projects.

COMMENT #7
The Upper Rum River WMO should require the local municipalities to inform their
residents of the need to obtain DNR Water Appropriation Permits whenever water use
in excess of 10,000 gallons per day, or one million gallons per year, is required on the
property (Page iv). This is particularly common when new structures and utilities are

The text was changed to include a strategy to provide education to member

being constructed, and construction dewatering is required to allow these facilities to

communities regarding the DNR Water Appropriation Permit.

be constructed.
DNR Water Appropriation Permits can be applied for on-line at
http://www.dnr.state.mn.us/mpars/
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Upper Rum River WMO Review Comments and Response

MDNR
NAME: Jeanne Daniels
TITLE: District Manager
DATE: 2/15/2017
CHAPTER/SECTION

URRWMO BOARD RESPONSE

COMMENT #8
It should be pointed out to member communities that should the maintenance of
storm water pond require dewatering in excess of 10,000 gallons per day, or one

The plan text was revised to address this issue.

million gallons per year, that a DNR Water Appropriation Permit will be required for
the activity (Page 48).

COMMENT #9
The DNR is open to the opportunity to partner with the Upper Rum River WMO on the

The URRWMO is open to partnering with the DNR in this effort, and will include this

planning, installation, and monitoring of additional groundwater observation wells in

within the text.

the Upper Rum River Watershed (Page 39, item 17).
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Upper Rum River WMO Review Comments and Response

City of Ham Lake
NAME: Tom Collins
TITLE: City Engineer
DATE: 12/22/2017
CHAPTER/SECTION

RESPONSE

COMMENT #1
URRWMO considered Ham Lake's comments regarding limiting activity and controlling

The City of Ham Lake is 100% behind the URRWMO priority of controlling the costs of

expenses prior to plan approval. The current plan has incorporated the identified

expenses. Various topographical and formatting suggestions.

typographical and formatting revisions.

COMMENT #2
The reference to Ditch 34 was a holdover from the 2007 plan. It has since been
Unclear on the reference to Ditch 34. The Anoka County GIS website does not show a
Ditch 34, but rather this section of ditch being Ditch 28

Chapter 2

corrected in the current plan. Further clarification has also been added to Figure 2-12.
Upon review of the current table Ditch 28 is listed twice. It has been corrected in the
plan to be submitted for final review.

COMMENT #3
The URRWMO Board decided that the TAC will meet to discuss and revise wetland
Agree with the ACE recommendation to revise wetland buffer standards as part of the
Fourth Generation Plan.

Chapter 3

buffer standards. Standards will be distributed to member communities. The
URRWMO will invite staff and/or elected from member communities to be part of the
TAC.

COMMENT #4
Unclear on the definition of "major open channel drainage systems" for which a culvert
inventory is required of member communities. Is this only the County Ditch system?

The URRWMO Board decided to places the responsibility of the inventory on member
Chapter 5

communities. The plan has been modified to further define major open channel
drainage systems as those that convey continuous flow.

COMMENT #5
It would be beneficial to break out the member city costs for each of the member
Table 5-1 shows the anticipated annual costs for the URRWMO and Member Cities. The

cities. Unclear on how Table 5-1 relates to the Budget Planning Documents of
Appendix B. The numbers in the table do not match any of the Documents. Section
5.4.2 references a "substantial effort on the part of each community and will represent a
financial cost" for revising Local Water Management Plans. Unclear on whether Table 51 includes those efforts/costs.

Chapter 5 and Appendix B

URRWMO believes Member City costs are best determined by each individual
community and their respective consultants. The current plan includes additional
clarification on the correlation between Chapter 5 and Appendix B.

Upper Rum River WMO Review Comments and Response

City of Oak Grove
NAME: Mark Korin
TITLE: Mayor
DATE: 2/9/2017
CHAPTER/SECTION

RESPONSE

COMMENT #1

The City of Oak Grove received a copy of the Upper Rum River Watershed Management
Organization’s (URRWMO) draft 10-year Watershed Management Plan. The City fully
supports the URRWMO Board’s priority to limit activity and control expenses. Based on
our representatives insights and thoughtful planning for today, tomorrow and the
future the necessary work would not require any significant increases. Spending
taxpayer money frivolously without a significant proven benefit is something that I and
the entire city council will vigorously defend all the way to our Minnesota Capitol.

Executive Summary

The URRWMO Board considered Oak Grove's comments regarding limiting activity and
controling expenses prior to plan approval.

Upper Rum River WMO Review Comments and Response

Lower Rum River Watershed Management Organization
NAME: Todd Haas
TITLE: Chair
DATE: 1/20/2017
CHAPTER/SECTION

URRWMO BOARD RESPONSE

COMMENT #1
The implementation of storm water management practices by the URRWMO on
surface water reaching the Rum River will have a direct effect on the water flowing
through the LRRWMO and reaching the Mississippi River. The draft Plan states that the
local communities, through their approved local plans, will manage and regulate the
quantity and quality of surface water within the URRWMO. However, there are no
specific standards or criteria identified in the Plan. Standards are necessary for

The URRWMO board decided the TAC will meet to discuss and establish the rate
Chapter 4

control, volume retention, and water quality management standards, considering the

implementing consistent management practices throughout the WMO. It is

MPCA minimum standards.

recommended that the URRWMO establish the rate control, volume retention, and
water quality management goals established by the MPCA as minimum standards to
be met. Adopting these standards would be consistent with the current management
practices of the LRRWMO.

COMMENT #2
The Plan also needs to address the improvement and maintenance of drainage
systems, whether it is a ditch, storm sewer, or the river, crossing WMO boundaries. This

The URRWMO requires member cities to maintain stormwater systems. The

should include:

URRWMO's plan calls for the formation of a Technical Advisory Committee that will

(1) establishing an on-going inspection program to ensure the conveyance system is
functioning properly; and

Chapter 5 -- Section 5.1.3 -- Section 5.2

develop approaches for conducting inspections of existing stormwater BMPs such that
maintenance needs and/or improvement opportunities for BMPs amongst all member

(2) a plan for joint projects, should it become necessary, for the improvement and

communities can be evaluated using the same metrics. The plan also requires member

maintenance of these drainage systems.

communities conduct inspections of existing stormwater management practices.

COMMENT #3
The URRWMO board decided to revise the goals to include an education component
where materials (provided by the Anoka County Park Department Aquatic Invasive

The Plan should address coordination with the LRRWMO or cities within the WMO in

Species Prevention Program) is added to the URRWMO website. The URRWMO board

regards to control of invasive species, fish, in the Rum River.

also would like to invite members of the LRRWMO and the members cities to
participate in the Technical Advisory Committee.
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Upper Rum River WMO Review Comments and Response

Metropolitan Council Environmental Services
NAME: Sam Paske
TITLE: Assistant General Manager, Environmental Services Division
DATE: 2/10/2017
CHAPTER/SECTION

URRWMO BOARD RESPONSE

COMMENT #1
The URRWMO board requests which elements of the 2040 Water Resources Policy Plan

The Plan does not do enough to protect water resources as required by Minnesota

are at odds with the URRWMO plan. It is possible that the revision to the

Rules Chapter 8410 and Council policies outlined in the Council's 2040 Water

goals/strategies & implementation schedule/budget & capital improvement program

Resources Policy Plan (Policy Plan).

will address some of these issues.

COMMENT #2
The URRWMO board decided to revise Chapter 2 to provide additional information on
Plan falls short by not including a logical progression from the identification of water

measured trends within the watershed.

resources issues, to prioritization of those issues by the URRWMO, to development of
goals and policies, leading to creation of a detailed capital improvement program (CIP)

The URRWMO board also decided to revise the Goals and include a Strategies and

that itemizes specific actions along with estimated costs and dates of completion.

Implementation Schedule which clarifies the timeframe for proposed action items,
responsible parties, and goals/targets for each strategy.

COMMENT #3
The majority of issues identified in the Plan are either URRWMO programmatic issues,
such as lack of funding, or general high level issues, such as "Shoreline protection".
Problem identification needs to be specific and actionable. In particular, we requested

See comments below.

the watershed address specific types of problems and issues in our January 22, 2016
information request response letter, and the Plan does not address problems related to
the following to our satisfaction (see comments 3a - 3e)
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Metropolitan Council Environmental Services
NAME: Sam Paske
TITLE: Assistant General Manager, Environmental Services Division
DATE: 2/10/2017
CHAPTER/SECTION

COMMENT #3a

URRWMO BOARD RESPONSE

The URRWMO board decided to revise Chapter 2 to provide additional information on
measured trends within the watershed. The URRWMO board also decided to revise

Any problems with lake and stream water quality and quantity including information

the Goals and include a Strategies and Implementation Schedule which clarifies the

on impaired waters in the watershed and the URRWMO's role in addressing the

timeframe for proposed action items, responsible parties, and goals/targets for each

impairments. The Rum River Watershed Restoration and Protection Strategy (WRAPS)

strategy.

study is in draft form and identifies actions related to 8 water bodies within the
URRWMO. These actions would be appropriate to be adopted as part of this plan, and

The Rum River WRAPS plan (published in April 2017) was reviewed and incorporated

are good opportunities for URRWMO to take a leadership role in protecting and

into the revised goals. The URRWMO board wants to ensure that there is not a

restoring waters in the watershed.

duplication of effort when working within the watershed, and adopting the same
goals/timeline as listed within the WRAPs document can help with future planning
efforts.

COMMENT #3b

The URRWMO board decided to revise the goals to include Lake George, by stating
that the URRWMO should adopt the WQ goals within the Rum River WRAPS. To
remain consistent between the plans, the URRWMO will adopt the same goal WQ

Impacts of water management on recreational opportunities. Lake George is a regional

criteria and timelines.

resource, and monitoring data presented in the report show phosphorus levels are
increasing. The Plan does not address the real concerns of degradation to this water

The URRWMO board also decided to add in a strategy to assist in reaching the WQ

body. The URRWMO could take a role in identifying projects to help improve the water

goals for Lake George by providing funding to the ACD for projects identified within

quality of Lake George.

their current survey of the lake. Projects are likely to be identified within the next few
years and ACD has indicated that the URRWMO might provide some funding for these
projects.
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Metropolitan Council Environmental Services
NAME: Sam Paske
TITLE: Assistant General Manager, Environmental Services Division
DATE: 2/10/2017
CHAPTER/SECTION

URRWMO BOARD RESPONSE

COMMENT #3c
The URRWMO board decided to revise the goals to include the Rum River, by stating
that the URRWMO should adopt the WQ goals within the Rum River WRAPS. To
remain consistent between the plans, the URRWMO board revised the plan to have the

Impact of soil erosion problems on water quantity and quality. URRWMO is well suited

same goal WQ criteria and timelines.

to take on issues related to soil erosion along the Rum River and its tributaries as they
cross municipal boundaries. The Rum River is recognized by the State of Minnesota as
a Scenic and Recreational River way, and is designated in state statue as an

The URRWMO board also decided to add in a strategy to assist in reaching the WQ

outstanding resource value water. It is a regional resource that needs to be protected

goals for the Rum River by providing funding to the ACD for projects identified within

for the future.

their current 2017 survey of erosion sites along the river bank. Projects are likely to be
identified within the next year and ACD has indicated that the URRWMO might provide
some funding for these projects.

COMMENT #3d
The general impact of land use practices on water quantity and quality. This plan
identifies that increased runoff volume can occur due to development, but little on
what should be done about it. We strongly recommend that the URRWMO consider

The URRWMO board decided to not incorporate the MIDS into the goals for the

adopting the state's Minimal Impact Design Standards (MIDS), which are well suited to

URRWMO (decided during the URRWMO Regular Meeting, May 25th, 2017)

growing communities that have not yet been fully developed. More information about
MIDS can be obtained from the Minnesota Pollution Control Agency (MPCA), which
developed the program.

COMMENT #3e
Issues concerning the interaction of surface water and groundwater in the watershed.

The plan was revised to state that water resources are interconnected, and that

The Plan identifies the shallow surficial aquifer, which is used by many residents for

protecting surface water quality can help protect groundwater quality. The URRWMO

drinking water, as highly susceptible to contamination. The URRWMO should take an

board decided to add a discussion and information on www.KnowTheFlow.us in

active role in helping to protect this resource by working collaboratively with

Chapter 1.

communities and the Minnesota Rural Water Association.
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Metropolitan Council Environmental Services
NAME: Sam Paske
TITLE: Assistant General Manager, Environmental Services Division
DATE: 2/10/2017
CHAPTER/SECTION

URRWMO BOARD RESPONSE

COMMENT #4
The Plan also falls short of developing quantifiable goals, primarily because the
URRWMO takes an oversight role on issues of water management. The Plan provides
guidance and policy direction to the member communities, and the member
communities are responsible for implementation of most of the required elements of
the watershed plans. While this arrangement between watershed and communities is
allowed under Minnesota Rule 8410.0105, the Plan has not provided enough detail on

The URRWMO board decided to revise the plan to include a Strategies and

how URRWMO will provide this guidance and direction. On page 14 of the Plan, the

Implementation Schedule which clarifies the timeframe for proposed action items,

URRWMO states that after completing the previous version of this plan, "unfortunately

responsible parties, and goals/targets for each strategy. The budget has also been

the outcomes of [local management] plans were not well communicated back to the

revised to match, and provide more clarity.

URRWMO". There is also no money budgeted in the implementation plan for review of
local management plans, and a total of $1000 over 10 years for municipal regulatory

The URRWMO board will consider taking on review or permitting authority.

review and another $1000 over 10 years for municipal ordinance review. This funding is
not sufficient. A more active role working with member communities is required,
including a clear program to improve upon the results from the 3rd generation
watershed plan. The Council recommends URRWMO take a more direct role in
watershed management by taking on review or permitting authority itself.
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Metropolitan Council Environmental Services
NAME: Sam Paske
TITLE: Assistant General Manager, Environmental Services Division
DATE: 2/10/2017
CHAPTER/SECTION

URRWMO BOARD RESPONSE

COMMENT #5

Actions identified in the Plan should move beyond diagnosis of problems to implementation of
targeted projects to address water quality issues. Minnesota Rule 8410.0105 requires the Plan
include a capital improvement program to address goals in the plan through structural solutions
when nonstructural, preventative actions are not sufficient. The Plan does not include any capital
improvement projects. Actions identified in this plan beyond reporting, evaluation, and review
tasks are limited to water quality monitoring and a comprehensive watershed model. The

The URRWMO board decided to revise the goals to continue long-term monitoring

URRWMO along with Anoka Conservation District (ACD) has conducted general water quality
monitoring for a number of years, with enough data to assess trends in water quality in URRWMO

efforts (in order to detect water quality trends), focusing studies/inventories on

waterbodies. Many other watershed management organizations in the region are now leveraging

locations where projects might be completed in the future (e.g. culvert inventory, Lake

this general condition monitoring to propose water quality projects that could improve water

George WQ projects, Rum River stream bank stabilization efforts, and identified high-

quality, and then monitoring the effectiveness of these projects. Other watershed management

priority lands for long-term conservation), and on-the-ground projects.

organizations have also found watershed modeling to be useful with a specific purpose in mind. In
this case the URRWMO is proposing each member community construct their own models which
will be combined into a single set of information for the watershed. This will likely end up with
duplicative and contradictory information and result in significantly more work for the URRWMO.
If the URRWMO determines this model will have utility for the watershed to improve management
of water resources, the URRWMO should budget to take the lead on the model.
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Metropolitan Council Environmental Services
NAME: Sam Paske
TITLE: Assistant General Manager, Environmental Services Division
DATE: 2/10/2017
CHAPTER/SECTION

URRWMO BOARD RESPONSE

COMMENT #6
A number of items are required to be a part of this plan but are missing. Existing

The URRWMO board decided to revise some of Chapter 2 to provide additional

stormwater and wetland standards as well as development policies are proposed to be

information in regards to the measured water quality trends within the watershed. The

revised as an outcome of this plan. These standards as written should be included or

goals/strategies & implementation schedule/budget were also revised to provide more

referenced in the Plan as required by Minnesota Rule 8410.0105, and ideally their

clarity & consistency. The Rum River WRAPS plan (published in April 2017) was

revision would be part of this plan. Water quality goals for East Twin Lake, Lake George

reviewed and incorporated into the revised goals. The URRWMO board wants to

and the Rum River are mentioned in the plan as having been developed in 2009.

ensure that there is not a duplication of effort when working within the watershed, and

Revised goals should be included in the plan as required by Minnesota Rule 8410.0080,

adopting the same goals/timeline as listed within the WRAPs document can help with

that are consistent with the outcomes of the WRAPS study.

future planning efforts.

COMMENT #7
Finally, the implementation program and budget sections of the Plan are not sufficient
to understand the scope of work proposed. Table 5.1 needs to be updated to include

The URRWMO board decided to revise the Goals and include a Strategies and

all planned tasks and costs identified in the text of the report, and tasks should be

Implementation Schedule which clarifies the timeframe for proposed action items,

described in greater detail to understand the intended scope of work. It is not clear

responsible parties, and goals/targets for each strategy.

how the budgeted amounts were determined based on the vague scope of work.

COMMENT #8
It is not clear that the URRWMO has budgeted sufficient funds to meaningfully protect

The URRWMO board decided to revise the Goals and include a Strategies and

water resources in the watershed. The last paragraph on page 44 of the Plan as well as

Implementation Schedule which clarifies the timeframe for proposed action items,

Goal Area I on page 52 make it clear that keeping costs down is a primary motivator in

responsible parties, and goals/targets for each strategy.

the URRWMO. There are grant and partnership opportunities available to
organizations with clearly prioritized projects that align with their water plans. We

A specific goal has been added to apply for regular grant funding for on-the-ground

encourage the URRWMO to not limit itself from action solely based on budgetary

projects. Budgeting was also revised to start saving funds so that grant-match dollars

restrictions, and to take advantage of offers of partnership and support from local

are available in the future.

groups, ACD, Metropolitan Council, and state agencies.
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Metropolitan Council Environmental Services
NAME: Sam Paske
TITLE: Assistant General Manager, Environmental Services Division
DATE: 2/10/2017
CHAPTER/SECTION

URRWMO BOARD RESPONSE

COMMENT #9
The Metropolitan Council stands ready to help URRWMO make these important
changes to enable the Plan to meet State and Metropolitan Council requirements. The
Council has monitoring data, flow, annual loads, and trend analyses for the Rum River
at Anoka, as well as monitoring data for Lake George, Pickerel Lake, and East Twin

The URRWMO would appreciate coordinating more directly with MCES to pool

Lake. This information is available for download at https://eims.metc.state.mn.us/. We

resources.

are also able to provide examples of watershed management plans and ordinances
meeting State requirements and Council policy in order to assist URRWMO in the
important work of protecting water resources within its boundaries.

COMMENT #10
The water resources of the Twin Cities metro area are very important to the locals who
live near them, and the regional as a whole, as they contribute greatly to our quality of
life. Only through collaboration and partnership can the region's water resources be

Agreed.

sustained into the future. Watershed management organizations have a critical role as
they assist local units of government in addressing surface and groundwater issues.
Metropolitan Council is committed to supporting URRWMO in this critical role.
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MN Department of Transportation
NAME: Beth Neuendorf
TITLE: District Water Resources Engineer
DATE: 1/27/2017
CHAPTER/SECTION

URRWMO BOARD RESPONSE

COMMENT #1
Will the standards contained in Section IV.C of the Third Generation Plan be updated in

The current URRWMO standards were added to the text of the plan.

the Fourth Generation Plan? It was not clear from the draft plan.
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Pollution Control Agency
NAME: Reed Larson
TITLE: Manager
DATE: 2/6/2017
CHAPTER/SECTION

URRWMO BOARD RESPONSE

COMMENT #1

Page 30 - Rogers Lake was removed from the Draft 2013 303(d) list of impaired waters 2.4.1

Rogers Lake was removed from the list of impaired waters.

COMMENT #2
Page 36 - The second row has incorrect impairment information listed. Mud Lake, East
Twin Lake, and Pickerel Lake are not impaired for total phosphorus. Rogers Lake is no

Rogers Lake was removed from the list of impaired waters, and as well as Mud Lake,

Table 3-1

East Twin Lake and Pickerel Lake.

longer considered an impaired lake.

COMMENT #3
Page 42 - Table 3-2 lists Mud Lake, East Twin Lake, and Pickerel Lake as impaired for
total phosphorus. This is incorrect as they are not impaired for total phosphorus. These

Rogers Lake was removed from the list of impaired waters, and as well as Mud Lake,

lakes are listed in the Rum River WRAP as important lakes where protection strategies

East Twin Lake and Pickerel Lake.

would be beneficial.

COMMENT #4
Page 55 - Item 5 .1.2 talks about developing a Technical Advisory Committee to solicit
input on a monitoring plan. The Minnesota Pollution Control Agency (MPCA) would be

The URRWMO will gladly invite members of the PCA to participate in the Technical

happy to participate if requested. In addition, chapter 4 of the Rum River WRAPS has a

Advisory Committee.

watershed-wide monitoring strategy/map that you may want to reference to avoid
duplication or to maximize efforts.

COMMENT #5
I would encourage the Upper Rum River Watershed Management Organization
(URRWMO) to consider adding implementation activities that involve actual on-the-

The URRWMO board decided to revise the Goals and is incorporating an

ground projects where sediment and nutrient reductions will occur, in order for water

implementation schedule that includes on-the-ground projects.

quality to improve.
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Pollution Control Agency
NAME: Reed Larson
TITLE: Manager
DATE: 2/6/2017
CHAPTER/SECTION

URRWMO BOARD RESPONSE

COMMENT #6
Also, consider specific, measureable goals for waterbodies. For example, the MPCA and
Department of Natural Resources (DNR) developed lake protection strategies with
target total phosphorus values and load reductions needed (see table on the next page
for lakes within the URRWMO).
The URRWMO board decided to incoporate the goals for TP limits from the MPCA and
DNR into the URRWMO plan. The URRWMO would like to confirm the limits for Minard
Lake, as they are not listed in the Rum River WRAPS.

COMMENT #7
Green Lake is the only lake within the entire Rum River Watershed that shows a
declining trend. I would encourage the URRWMO to consider projects within the lake

Green Lake is not present within the URRWMO.

shed of Green Lake to keep this lake from becoming impaired.

COMMENT #8
The Rum River is also identified in the WRAPS as an important waterbody for

The URRWMO board decided to revise the goals to include studies (to identify project

protection and ideas for strategies are included such as erosion control and

locations) and on-the-ground projects to correct issues related to the Rum River

stormwater outfall stabilization.

(specifically a culvert inventory and Rum River stream bank stabilization efforts).
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